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I present material related to the early history of the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) 
studied by Seneta (Historia Mathernatica 19, 24-39 (1992)). To be specific, I describe the 
thoughts of Chuprov and Slutsky on the insufficiency of the ordinary law of large numbers 
(LLN) and put on record the support hat Chetverikov gave to his one-time teacher, Chu- 
prov. Finally, I discuss why Chuprov, at the end of his life, did not return to Russia (to the 
USSR) and note that the correspondence b tween Markov and Chuprov (as edited by 
Ondar) is incomplete and corrupted by mistakes. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
Je pr6sente des documents qui se rapportent ~la premiere histoire de la loi forte des 
grands nombres 6tudi6e par Seneta (Historia Mathematica 19, 24-39 (1992)). Plus pr6cise- 
ment, je d6cris les idles de Slutsky et Chuprov au sujet de l'insuffisance de la loi ordinaire 
des grands nombres et j'attire l'attention sur le secours que Chetverikov a donn6 ~t son 
ancien professeur Chuprov. Finalement, je discute les raisons pour lesquelles Chuprov n'est 
pas retourn6 en Russie (I'URSS) vers la fin de sa vie et montre que la correspondance entre 
Markov et Chuprov (comme edite6 par Ondar) est incomplete t alt6r6e par des fautes. 
© 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
Ich stelle hier Dokumente vor, die sich auf die friihe Geschichte des strengen Gesetzes der 
groBen Zahlen beziehen, die Seneta (Historia Mathematica 19, 24-39 (1992)) dargelegt hat. 
Genauer gesagt, ich beschreibe die Gedanken von Slutsky und Chuprov in Bezug auf die 
Unzul~inglichkeit des gewOhnlichen Gesetzes der grol$en Zahlen und beziehe mich auf die 
Unterst0tzung von Chetverikov, die er seinem ehemaligen Lehrer Chuprov zuteilwerden 
lieB. SchlieBlich er6rtere ich die Grfinde, um deretwillen Chuprov am Ende seines Lebens 
nicht nach RuBland (in die UdSSR) zur/ickkehrte und stelle fest, dab der Briefwechsel 
zwischen Markov und Chuprov (wie bei Ondar herausgeben) unvollst~indig und von Fehlern 
entstellt ist. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Seneta [1992] studied the discovery of the strong law of large numbers (SLLN) 
by Borel and Cantelli. He also noted Slutsky's defence of Borel against Cantelli at 
the Bologna International Congress of Mathematicians in 1928 and, in particular, 
he published translations of the texts of two relevant, though nonmathematical 
letters written by Slutsky at that time. 
I shall say a few words about Chuprov and Slutsky in connection with the 
SLLN. This seems all the more desirable, since Cantelli, as Slutsky testified 
[Seneta 1992, 30], did not esteem Chuprov. I also describe the extremely valuable 
behind-the-scenes support hat Chetverikov gave Chuprov over the years and the 
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concern he showed for Chuprov's contributions, both during the latter's lifetime 
and afterward. The reader already knows from Seneta's account hat it was Chet- 
verikov who preserved Slutsky's letters. I conclude by discussing the reasons 
why Chuprov did not return to Russia (to the USSR). 
In what follows, I draw on Chuprov's correspondence and unpublished mate- 
rials. These sources belong to A. I. and A. A. Chuprov's papers (A. I. Chuprov, 
1842-1908, was an eminent economist, "nonmathematical" statistician, and 
publicist) which are kept at the Department of Rare Books and Manuscripts, 
Gorky Library, Moscow State University. All the documents are contained there 
in folders which in turn are subdivided into units of storage, and my notation a/b 
refers to unit b from folder a. 
I have published a booklet on Chuprov [Sheynin 1990] largely based on these 
and other archival sources, but the number of copies printed was very small and I 
do not therefore refer to my booklet in the sequel. I still hope to publish my own 
English translation of this booklet. 
2. CHUPROV AND SLUTSKY 
In a letter to Chetverikov, Chuprov (July 9, 1923, 24/14) wrote: 
Like you [!], I even now, just as when writing the Essays [1909] . . . .  see no possibility of 
throwing a formal logical bridge across the crack separating frequency from probability . . . .  
Adding a few words about von Mises's theory of probability, Chuprov con- 
cluded that, although useful, 
these constructions do not advance the central problem which interests us as theoreticians of 
s ta t i s t i cs . .  , even a bit. 
Somewhat later Chuprov [1924, 437] publicly formulated the same idea. 
Several points here are essential. First, Chuprov understood that the ordinary 
law of large numbers (LLN) was not sufficient for practical purposes. Second, he 
wanted a stronger connection between frequency and probability than the LLN 
was able to provide, and he believed that this connection should come from logic 
rather than mathematics. Third, his dissatisfaction with the LLN and, to a lesser 
extent, his orientation toward logic are felt even in his thesis [1896]; see below. 
Fourth and last, although Chuprov certainly read at least some of Cantelli's con- 
tributions on the subject (see below), he did not then (or, apparently, until the end 
of his life in 1926) realize the importance of the latter's attempts. 
In turn, Slutsky [1925a, 34] maintained that 
there is a wide logical gulf between the stochastic and the usual understanding of limit. 
However, at the same time he [Slutsky 1925b, 2], unlike Chuprov, declared that 
under certain conditions 
a theorem. . ,  that the stochastic limit of a function is equal to the function of the stochastic 
limit might be proved in a very simple way . . .  
Both here and elsewhere [Slutsky 1925a, 26] he referred to Cantelli and indi- 
cated that it was Chuprov who had turned his attention to the Italian mathemati- 
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cian. He did not mention the SLLN since, as he himself later remarked [Seneta 
1992, 25], this term was only coined (by Khinchine) in 1928. 
I adduce now the relevant passages from Chuprov 's  thesis [1896]: 
Many scientists, basing themselves on the Bernoulli theorem, attempted to present he law 
of large numbers as a purely mathematical truth . . . [and] considered this theorem an 
intermediate link between the abstract notion of probability and concrete phenomena. They 
forgot hat in essence the Bernoulli theorem also says nothing concerning concrete phenom- 
ena ; . . ,  it only makes it possible to reduce all probabilities to probabilities very close to 
unity without providing any guarantee that these latter realize themselves beyond the frame- 
work of the logical aw of large numbers. [p. 88] 
The Bernoull i  theorem is itself a particular case of  the LLN.  
Some authors believe that the law of large numbers is an algebraic theorem, and consider 
that it can be proved by purely mathematical reasoning. Many mathematicians [including 
Chebyshev!] adhere to this view . . . .  we shall show that it is impossible to derive the law of 
large numbers without logical analysis and that, consequently, it cannot be regarded as a 
mathematical principle. [p. 27] 
Chuprov evidently had in mind the derivation of  the Poisson formula for at least 
m occurrences in/z  trials of  an event having probabil ity p ~ 1: 
p=e -~° l+co+T.~ +. . -+  . 
Here, n = tx - m and ~(1 - p) =/xq  = ~o. A small n means that unlikely events 
happen rarely. However ,  this proposit ion may still be considered mathematical  or 
experimental rather than logical. 
That Chuprov  and Slutsky corresponded with each other, as is implied by the 
above, comes as no surprise. Indeed, Chuprov [19121 published a newspaper  
review praising S lutsky's  treatise [1912] on correlation highly. Thirty-six years 
later, Ko lmogorov  [1948, 143] stated that the treatise, largely based on English 
sources, was still important.  Chuprov and Slutsky exchanged letters in 1912-1914 
(24/19 and 24/20) and again at least in 1923-1925 (30/4). 
It is instructive to compare Chuprov 's  appraisal of  S lutsky's  treatise with Mar- 
kov 's  relevant opinion (Slutsky's letter to Chuprov Nov.  22, 1912, 24/19): 
Markov gave me a good dressing down . . . .  If my latest answer appears to him more or 
less satisfactory, the correspondence, to all indications, will continue further on. 
Adding that it was difficult for him to adjust himself to Markov 's  "unusual  
manner of  writ ing" (readers can easily note this manner in Markov 's  very first 
letter to Chuprov  in [Ondar 1981]), Slutsky continued: 
From the point of view of a rigorous mathematician it was of course easy for Markov to 
discover anumber of weak points, but at the same time his extremely resolute attack affected 
a number of fundamental problems in which I had to defend Pearson. 
Markov himself  ment ioned Slutsky in his letters to Chuprov [Ondar 1981, Nos.  
45-47].  S lutsky's  book  interested him, but did not attract him, and he did not like 
it very much.  Finally, Ondar  himself [1981, 143] quoted Slutsky's  letter to Markov 
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from another archival source. Slutsky admitted "an inadequate mathematical 
rigor of the basic foundation of the [relevant] theory and methods." 
He added, however, that this deficiency, then characteristic of mathematical 
statistics as a whole, would be overcome in good time. 
I adduce now two passages from Chuprov's review of Slutsky's early contribu- 
tions (no date, 30/4): 
Slutsky, a young and promising representative of a branch of mathematical statistics as yet 
little known in Russia, addressed me with a request o formulate my opinion on his contribu- 
tions in order to append it to his application submitted to the educational department [of Kiev 
Commercial  Institute] for his approval as senior instructor. 
And the main idea: 
. . . in Slutsky's person Russian science possesses a serious force especially valuable since 
in Russia a person occupying himself  in the field of social science rarely has mathematical 
training. 
Chuprov indirectly referred to Pearson's article of 1916, but not to Slutsky's 
contributions which appeared in the same year in Statistichesky vestnik. Evi- 
dently, therefore, Chuprov wrote his review in 1916. 
3. CHETVERIKOV 
N. S. Chetverikov (1885-1973), a student of Chuprov, was very close to him, 
especially during the latter's years of emigration. In his letter of July 19, 1922 
(24/13), Chuprov wrote to his former student: 
• . . for me, even among my students, nobody can replace you. 
Then (Nov. 22, 1925, 24/16) he indicated, in connection with Chetverikov's 
editorial participation in the Russian translation of Chuprov [1925]: 
I ask you to correct and complement [the review of current literature] without cere- 
mony . . ,  our cordial accord is such that I shall sign any of your changes with closed eyes. 
And, on p. 6 of this translation, Chuprov, living in Germany, stated that he was 
deeply thankful to N.S. Chetverikov without whose friendly assistance and tireless care the 
Russian edition of this book could not have appeared. 
During Chuprov's last years it was Chetverikov who largely secured him his 
scientific ties with Russia [U.S.S.R.]. A few decades after Chuprov's death Chet- 
verikov actively participated in translating many of his articles into Russian and 
generally in preparing the former's Voprosy statistiki [1960] for publication. 
Again, Chuprov's papers kept in Moscow (see Section 1) were at least to some 
extent sorted out by Chetverikov. 
4. A FEW ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON SENETA [1992] 
1. As noted by Seneta [1992], Slutsky's letters on the controversy between him 
and Cantelli were preserved by Chetverikov. In 1970 the latter gave their copies to 
one of his correspondents, who, about 20 years later, sent them to Seneta. I
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myself was this correspondent, and Chetverikov's covering letter of 1970 [Seneta 
1992, 29] actually began thus: "Dear Oscar Borisovich . . . .  " 
Seneta cknowledged my help in obtaining "important materials," but did not 
elaborate. As I know now, he was concerned that I could have had problems with 
the Soviet authorities. 
2. Seneta's contention that Slutsky had to be "combative" in order to survive 
the "impending" destruction of Soviet statistics by the Great Leader and Teacher 
of All Nations [Seneta 1992, 33] is questionable. On the contrary, a lot of people 
chose to keep a low profile. My own father was one of them. 
5. WHY DID CHUPROV NOT RETURN TO RUSSIA? 
The answer, implied by the last lines of Section 4, is that he was afraid to do so. 
I shall elaborate on this statement. 
Chuprov left Russia in May 1917 to study "during the summer holidays" in 
Sweden and Norway; see his request for a foreign passport (I/1). His former 
colleague, Den [Grand meeting 1928, 313] testified that Chuprov was prevented 
from returning in time by an illness and, later on, by lack of money. I believe, 
however, that, upon recovering, Chuprov, not wanting to live in seething Petro- 
grad, decided to remain for some time in Europe. Indeed, Chetverikov [1926, 318] 
directly linked Chuprov's decision with extremely unfavorable conditions in Rus- 
sia: 
I1 ne lui fut point destin6 de revenir en Russie vu que les circonstances y deviennent trop 
d6favorables au travail p6dagogique t scientifique. 
[He was not at all destined to return to Russia since the conditions there became too unfa- 
vourable for pedagogic and scientific work.] 
What happened next? Drawing on an unpublished source, Ondar [1981, xiv] 
noted that in 1918 Chuprov was offered the post of head of the "Central Statistical 
Department of the Soviet Republic." It seems that Chuprov declined. For one 
thing, he had no experience in such administrative work. There was, however, 
another much more important reason. Now that I have left Russia, I am able to 
assert hat Chuprov was opposed to the new regime. Indeed, he soon published a
pamphlet [Chuprov 1919] denouncing Lenin and Bolshevism. The pamphlet is 
signed A. Tchouprov. Professeur d'Economie politique hl'Universit6 de Moscou. 
Chuprov never worked at Moscow University, and never held a chair of political 
economy. At the same time, Chuprov had time enough to deny his authorship, 
but, apparently, he did not. Here are two passages from the pamphlet, from pp. 4 
and 16 respectively. 
En Octobre 1917, comme au cours de toute sa vie orageuse, L6nine a eu soif du pouvoir 
pour le pouvoir sans penser ni h la Russie ni au prol6tariat russe . . . .  il fut, comme toujours, 
indiff6rent au sort des hommes . . . .  
[In October 1917, as during all his stormy life, Lenin strove for power for power's sake 
without thinking either about Russia or about the Russian proletariat . . . .  as always, he was 
indifferent o the fate of the people . . . .  ] 
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L 'abandon du programme donn6 comme une incarnation des intrr~ts de classe du prolrtariat 
et l 'aveu d 'un retour nrcessaire de la dictature prolrtarienne des sovdeps h la bourgeoise 
collaboration des classes sur la base d 'une organisation politique plus ou moins drmocrati-  
que, - - te l les  ont les conclusions auxquelles, en Octobre 1918, " l 'exprr ience sociale" amrne 
les exprr imentateurs qui commencent  ~trrflrchir. 
[To abandon the program [previously] given as an embodiment of the interests of the 
proletarian class, and to recognize the need to return from the proletarian dictatorship of the 
Sovdeps [Soviets, i.e., councils, of deputies] to the bourgeois collaboration of classes, based 
on a more or less democratic political organizat ion--such are the conclusions to which, in 
October 1918, "social experience" leads the experimentalists who begin to deliberate. 
The first passage seems clear enough, but I am not qualified to comment on the 
second one. I have not seen any references to Chuprov's pamphlet either in 
published work or even in his correspondence. 
Den [Grand meeting 1928, 314] indicated that after 1918 Chuprov was invited to 
return several times more, but he did not elaborate [1]. Anderson [1963, 30] stated 
that in 1925 Chuprov was offered a chair (of statistics?) in the USSR. I believe 
therefore that, at least until 1925 or 1926, the authorities did not realize that 
Chuprov was their sworn enemy. 
I do not know whether Chuprov had time to receive the last invitation to return 
to the USSR, this time from Kondratiev, the Director of the Institute of Conjunc- 
ture. In the beginning of 1926 Chetverikov (24/16), who was working at that 
Institute, conveyed the message to Chuprov, though only after hesitating for 
about two months and asking advice from Slutsky. 
The working conditions at the Institute were good, Chetverikov reported: 
the researchers'  conscience is not violated even to the slightest degree . . . .  The problem of 
yearly trips abroad can evidently be posed as the main condition . . . .  you w i l l . . ,  come 
upon a staff whose like any other institution in Russia could hardly boast . . . .  Free teaching 
is quite possible, only not at the university, but in a more intimate although sufficiently wide 
circle . . . .  Minuses: everything here is always " in danger,"  there is nothing immovable. 
There are no institutions, no staffs, no plans the existence of which are beyond the province 
of stochastics . . . .  according to the opinion of an extremely experienced person . . .  " it 
would be better . . . to wait at least a year" . . . .  Only, as I myself  say . . . .  hardly 
anything will become clearer . . . .  
The "extremely experienced person" proved to be absolutely right. In 1927 
Kondratiev published a critical article concerning the first Five-Year Plan. In a 
few months he was publicly denounced, then gradually elbowed out of science 
and, in 1931, sentenced to eight years of imprisonment. In 1938 Kondratiev was 
shot [Makasheva 1988], evidently for being too slow to die by himself. Had Chu- 
prov returned, and lived but a few years longer than he actually did, it would have 
been a very short distance from Kondratiev to him, not to mention his pamphlet. 
6. A REMARK ON THE CORRESPONDENCE 
BETWEEN MARKOV AND CHUPROV 
I mentioned this correspondence [Ondar 1981] in Sections 2and 5 and I feel that 
it is my duty to report that 
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1. Chuprovs '  papers (Section 1) addit ional ly contain one more postcard from 
Markov and drafts of 12 letters from Chuprov to Markov certainly received by the 
latter. I have incorporated this material  in [Sheynin 1990]. 
2. The cor respondence [Ondar 1981] is corrupted by mistakes, of which there 
are not less than 85 slight ones (some of them corrected by the translators) and 
more than 90 significant errors. As a result, this source cannot  be trusted, at least 
not in details. Again, I have incorporated the Errata, but, to repeat (Section 1), my 
booklet is all but unavai lable.  
An explanat ion,  although certainly not an excuse, is quite possible: anyone 
working in an archive in Moscow has to copy materials by hand. 
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NOTE 
1. This source contains reports made by eight participants in the meeting and an anonymously 
published bibliography of Chuprov's writings, now out of date. The participants included the eminent 
physicist A. F. Ioffe; Chetverikov, who reported on Chuprov's tatistical ideas; and V. E. Den, who 
presented Chuprov's general biography. 
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